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Abstract— Electric vehicles (EVs) are rapidly acquiring significance in the day-to-day lives of the masses and so is the vehicle to grid technology (V2G). While nations across the globe are pushing for rapid adoption, they have to first address the challenges of grid overload and shutdown and intermittency of electricity supply from renewable sources. V2G technology provides a respite but is not without drawbacks. The electric school buses (ESBs), that remain idle for most part of the day, have emerged as the preferred choice in implementing V2G with obvious health, environmental and economic advantages. ESBs may appear initially as the new solution to public transportation, but it will affect our lives in many aspects besides being the environmental solution to public transportation. These EVs can be used for multifaceted functionalities than just being restricted to be a charging tool, a load balancer for the Grid or just as a means of transportation. In our digitized world the need for uninterrupted energy has attained a lot of importance. Innumerable solutions and diversified usage of EVs can be innovated from EVs existing energy sources (the batteries) to its in-built technological systems. The V2G concept, combined with smart grid technologies, offers an optimal system for the realization of the benefits offered to users, utilities, economics and the environment by electric vehicles. Electric school buses (ESB) can be used effectively to build a cleaner supply chain. This article delves into the benefits that ESBs confer upon school children, upon the communities and the economy. The health, environmental and economic benefits outweigh the initial costs involved with acquisition and usage of ESB fleet. The sustainability of using the V2G technology using school buses in supply chain management, especially where the supply chain is spread across remains a concern and warrants further research. Nevertheless, beyond a doubt, electric school buses will play a significant role so far as improving the health of the children and communities and reducing emission of pollutants is concerned.
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1. Introduction

The use of electric vehicles as the primary means of private transportation is increasingly becoming a universal phenomenon buoyed by lesser costs, increased vehicle range and solving of various consumer issues that have been facilitated through favourable government policies [1]. While countries tread the path of energy transition and EVs are rapidly getting incorporated in modern daily life [2], the energy suppliers are faced with double challenge - the increasing need to harness intermittent sources of energy such as solar and wind without having the ability to store the energy produced at a large scale [3] as well as the need to guarantee the constancy of the grid and the ability to gratify the consumer demand instantly. A study carried out by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) showed that the rising demand from plug-in EVs and a number of other technologies that need electricity have the potential to amplify the load on the power grids by as much as 38% over the next 27 years [4]. It is a challenging task. Both government agencies and power companies are putting in a lot of effort to handle and fulfil this demand.
In order to maximize the benefits that can be derived from renewable energy, such technologies are required that can make it possible for the EV batteries to store the generated energy when available freely – and feed this energy back into the grid at times of high electricity demand [5]. This is made possible using the V2G Technology. This novel technology enables bi-directional charging, which makes it possible to charge the EV batteries and draw the energy that is stored in those batteries of the vehicles and thrust it back to the power grid. In basic terms, vehicle to grid makes it possible for the EVs to export their battery capacity that remains unused, back to the grid for the purpose of covering for the interruptions in renewable energy generation or provision of support at times when the demand is at its peak [2]. This article evaluates the benefits derived by children and communities from application of V2G technology using electric school buses.

2. Literature Review

As a potential solution for climate change, battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are being considered widely as they offer the use of a source of energy other than the forever depleting fossil fuels to run the vehicles and are emission-free [6]. Though used interchangeably bi-directional charging and V2G are not exactly the same. While the former refers to 2-way charging which means charging and discharging, V2G refers to only the single flow of energy from the battery of the vehicle to the grid, i.e. Flow in a single direction only [7]. However, bidirectional technology can only be effectively implemented using the V2G technology [8].

Vehicle-to-grid or V2G technology signifies the efforts towards creating bi-directional link between the transportation system and the electric power system in manners that have the potential to better the sustainability and security of both transport and power systems. For EVs a transition to V2G could actually result in the simultaneous improvement in the efficiency as well as profitability of electricity grids, reduction in emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) from transport, accommodating sources of energy that are low-carbon, and reaping the benefits of saving costs for owners, drivers, and other users. In terms of technicality, a V2G configuration signifies that personal vehicles gain the prospect of becoming not only automobiles, but also turn out to be transportable, self-contained resources which can manage the flow of power and replace the requirement for electricity-powered utility infrastructure. These automobiles function as vehicles as and when the drivers require them but transform into sources of power or options for storage of energy at times of peak demand and they can be recharged at off-peak hours such as later part of the day when the vehicle is not being used or at night [9]. Nevertheless, there are literary works that often fail to differentiate between V2G and other forms of vehicle-grid-integration

2.2 Benefits of using V2G

V2G technology can make it possible for a massive number of electric vehicles to work together and perform like a huge energy distribution system, providing important services to the power grid. A way in which it can do this is through the supply of energy when the energy demand is at its highest, and charging up at those times when energy demand is comparatively low, thus helping to effective balance the grid [10]. Apart from improving the stability of the grid, electric vehicle owners also get the option or the opportunity to generate revenue from the electricity that they export. This is an important factor as it can help to bring down the vehicle ownership costs over its lifetime. From the perspective of network operators, V2G has the potential to help to negate expensive infrastructure upgrades, another factor that can ultimately lead to the reduction of cost of electricity for all the end users [2]. The semiconductor technology allows vehicle-to-grid or V2G bidirectional charging to offer battery power for the purpose of reinforcing electric grids at peak hours and provide power for household consumption at times when electric power is most expensive or availability is significantly low [11]. Transitioning to electric school buses would provide numerous benefits to both communities and the environment [12].

2.3 Environmental Benefits

The adoption of V2G technology, will make it possible for the school buses to transform from being a source of pollution to turning into an essential part of the clean energy ecosystem [13]. Electric school buses with V2G will not only cut down GHG emission thus safeguarding the communities they serve, but can also play a crucial part in delivering energy stability to those communities that require [14]. A zero-emission electric school bus that replace just one diesel school bus is estimated to lessen toxic emissions by 54,000 pounds on a yearly basis. The massive batteries utilized by the electric school buses also provide the perfect device for storage of energy [14]. Using V2G technology, these buses develop the ability to store electricity and provide it when needed, help in bringing down reliance on fossil fuels and reducing
harmful emissions, thus contributing to a greener future [13].

When it comes to environment, V2G significantly cuts down the carbon emissions as this technology assists EVs to better utilize renewable energy in terms of volumes. V2G downsizes carbon emissions by rendering EVs to optimally employ energy in terms of capacity. Using specific V2G software allows the EVs to get charged when renewable sources are available freely and then when solar and wind generation is low, it can help feed it back into the network. In other words, through the application of V2G software EVs can charge from charging ports which are freely available and in return plug back into the network when other alternate energy sources like wind and solar energy are not available. [2]

2.4 Benefits to Children

An iconic feature of American life is that students in almost all communities across the Midwest students use yellow school buses as the mode of transport to school and back, making it the largest form of public transportation in the US as per the industry white paper prepared by the National School Transportation Association [15]. It is as common a feature as every other common aspect of regular American life. - a very prevalent aspect of life in America so much so that its presence is likely to be overlooked. However, the diesel engine of an average school bus is not as pleasant as its exterior look. It causes air pollution and poses significant health risk for children, not to mention the carbon emissions that is aggravating the widely talked about menace of climate change. Presently a small fraction of about 480,000 US school buses is battery powered and only a small transition from just 10% of regular ICE school buses to emission free electric school buses can make a huge difference and has now become essential for our communities future [16].

After considering the entire range of public fleet vehicles, school buses appear to be of particular interest since they have emerged as the key reason behind the disproportionate health effects, specifically when it comes to health effect of school children. Health concerns have emerged due to release of harmful pollutants including particulate matter by the diesel buses and these emissions sometimes reach levels that are disproportionately higher compared to ambient pollution levels, especially inside the cabin of the vehicle. As a matter of fact, it has been estimated that as much as 0.3% of air inside the cabin of the bus comes from the exhaust generated by the bus. For instance, school buses can significantly impact the ambient aerosol levels and in so doing have a direct impact on the health of children. This kind of distress has provided the much-needed push for the development and execution of quite a few policies that require the diminution of pollution caused by exhaust from school bus. That is why it has become essential to understand the supply chains of Electric School Buses and the cost-effectiveness of electric school buses need to be analyzed in order to establish that they can be used effectively to avoids such health impacts [17].

Children’s lungs are still in the development stage and they are more prone to the harmful effects of the air pollutants generated by diesel engines which use dirty fossil fuel. It has been seen that kids living in environmental justice communities and availing the services of diesel school buses suffer from higher rates of asthma and other lung ailments and are therefore excessively impacted by the diesel bus rides to school and similar ones that drive through their areas. While the market price of electric school buses is higher initially, it actually costs less to run and maintain which makes it a more judicious investment in the long run. Additionally, the same bus batteries perform the role of electrical grid resource by storage of clean energy and can be utilized in terms of peak demand periods or even in emergency situations. ELPC is coordinating with school authorities, district administrators and government agencies to resolve cost barriers and roll out the electric school bus program successfully across the Midwest [18].

2.5 Benefits to Communities

There are several benefits of an electric vehicle (EV) that include reduction in dependence on oil, increase in charging efficiency and reduction in emission of carbon dioxide. EVs have a unique advantage.it is possible for them to connect to the grid applying the V2G vehicle-to-grid technology [18]. There is limited usage of EV for vehicle-to-grid applications which makes it possible for vehicles to access the distribution network directly [19]. The concept of V2G aids in creating a broad array of distributed energy storage devices that will be available instantly and in introducing various applications and types of batteries into the market [20].

V2G technologies allows an idle EVs to transfer the power back from batteries to the grid which makes this technology particularly useful at a time when any area or region is experiencing pressure on power supply due to peak electricity demand since it is possible for V2G to provide power back to the grid to bring down the strain on the grid. V2G technology
can also provide the fleet managers a significant amount of savings in terms of cash back since units (kWh) of electricity are returned to the grid which will result in lower costs generated from utility providers [12]. Majority of the vehicles remain stationary for at least 95% of the time, which makes it possible for the V2G technology to leverage that inactivity and makes a two-way exchange of energy possible amongst the vehicles and grid [21]. The energy from the EV batteries is available to the electric grid to serve peak needs, with the vehicles recharging during non-peak hours. Making use of EVs as decentralized electric storage resources brings down the need for capital investments required for the grid to support ever-increasing demand to the minimum and at the same time lowers the cost of operation [22]. When the demand for electricity, was at its peak and available only for premium pricing, the electric school bus used V2G technology and contributed to reduction of carbon emissions in Beverly, Massachusetts and led to lesser need to fire up expensive fossil fuel “Peaker” power plants [23].

For the implementation of V2G, it is necessary to consider 2 key connections:
- An electrical power connection that connects a vehicle to the power grid for transmission of electrical energy.
- Logic and control connections that would be used for sending feedback signals indicating the time when power needs to be sent and the direction in which it is to be sent.

2.6 Benefits to the Power Sector

We may be in love with the idea of clean energy produced from renewable sources using solar panels and wind turbines, but the fact remains that the output generated from renewable energy sources like these is a lot less predictable when compared with the output generated from a power plant. The rapid propagation of renewable energy sources through the use of photovoltaic (PV) systems exerts significant pressure on what is called the “duck curve” challenge. During seasonal or everyday peak irradiation, the energy produced from the renewable source is much higher in volume compared to the required volume of energy which is symbolized by the duck’s belly, that has slumped over the years with the increase in the energy produced using PV systems. It may become necessary for the utility providers to pare down the PV energy production at times when the irradiation is at its peak, which will result in the reduction of the benefits, both environmental and economic, derived from it. With the setting of the sun, it becomes essential for the power generation plants to ramp up electricity production (represented by the duck’s neck) as quickly as possible making the balancing of these energy curves a costly affair. It is here that a network of electric vehicles connected using the Vehicle to Grid technology can help to ease the peaks and troughs thus balancing the grid. The fleets of electric school buses can be used as Battery Energy Storage System or BESS for the purpose of storing excess electricity during the times the net load is low, and release the energy back to the grid at times of demand picking up [22].

In addition to the improvement of students’ health and wellness and improvement of driver and community health through the reduction of emissions, sophisticated V2G capabilities also make it possible for the users to store clean electrical energy and to create further revenue through the resale of unutilized energy back to the grid at times when the demand is at its peak. Companies such as Blue Bird who are the torch bearers in V2G technology and leads the community, state and country towards a future that is based on clean energy [23]. The advent of the Distributed Energy Resource management system (DERMS) has resulted in the creation of new opportunities that will help to take care of grid integration challenges and at the same time increase grid flexibility as well as hosting capacity, alongside enhancement of reliability and safety of the system. A DERMS control system makes it possible for the grid operator or utility provider to optimize its control of the grid and DER, in a preemptive manner thus bringing down grid disruption and synchronizing DER dispatch, at every possible and practicable juncture with the purpose of supporting and fulfilling the operational needs [24].

Electric vehicles, through the use of V2G technology, can provide services to the electrical grid. Demand for electricity varies constantly based on consumer activities. These constant change in the demand is accounted for by the frequency regulation market and enables the grid to match electricity generation to the current load. Hydroelectric pumps, flywheels and combustion-based turbines are in general used for storage by the frequency regulation market, but electric vehicles provide unique storage facilities that are more efficient than the conventional methods. Once the vehicles are parked and connected to the charger, they can provide storage for the electrical grid. To add on, vehicle owners can play a role in the frequency regulation market and receive due remuneration for the service provided. This capacity of electric vehicles to act as secondary storage devices is an added benefit of electrical vehicle adoption. Literature published on the subject shows that V2G has been established as a potential revenue source for participating in the
frequency regulation market. There have been a lot of details put forth on the rising cost of control measures to fight climate change and means to control these rising costs but we do not see the same fervor for adopting mechanisms to lessen the cost of fighting climate change due to transportation with special emphasis on V2G technology.

It must be admitted that notwithstanding our love for the idea of generating clean energy from wind power (using wind turbines) and solar power (using solar panels), the turnout from these kinds of renewable sources of energy has a much lower level of predictability compared to that generated by a power plant. At the time of peak irradiation, on a daily or seasonal basis, the renewable source of energy generates a volume of energy that is higher than what is necessary. A network of electric vehicles created by connecting EVs using the V2G technology can assist in the alleviation of the “peaks and troughs” and in the balancing of the grid. It is possible for the fleets of school buses run on electric power to function as Battery energy storage systems (BESS) for the storage of excess electricity especially during those hours when the net load is low, and then release the stored energy back to the power grid during those hours when the demand for power strengthens again [22].

The V2G enabled electric buses would entail a savings of $6,070 per seat in net present value for the school and transform to a net present benefit after five years of continuous service. Not considering external conditions, net present benefit stands at $5,700 per seat. It is estimated that if the entire school district transitions to V2G enabled electric buses, net present savings would be somewhere around $38 million or more. Additionally, it has been empirically proved that two electric school buses can send 10 megawatts of total energy back to the grid, which is equivalent to power requirement for around 600 homes [22].

Therefore, it is surprising (or not) that the inconsequential school bus is emerging as an ideal candidate for the drive towards a low carbon grid. The initial vision being to lessen carbon emissions by shifting from diesel-powered to electrified fleets. In the USA, the US EPA Clean School Bus Program has kept $5 billion in reserves so that they can upgrade existing older school buses to clean, zero-emission electric models in the next 5 years. US PIRG states that, almost half a million school buses transport half of America’s school children to school and back, but just 1% or less of this fleet is electric. If we take into account that diesel emission contains more than 40 cancer inducing chemicals, the health benefits of a fully electric school bus fleet become crystal clear.

3. Methodology

This research is qualitative secondary research, using data and information available on public domain such as newspapers, scholarly articles published in such reputed journals as International Journal Of Supply Chain Management, research articles published by renowned research houses and data published by government agencies. The research uses data collected by others. Secondary analysis of qualitative data helps to address the questions that have remain un-addressed by previous research or have arisen as a result of further research.

4. Supply Chain & Electric School Buses

A supply chain is instrumental in converting raw materials and varied parts into a ready to use device or product which is then shipped to the end-user or customer. It comprises of a very intricate network of actions and businesses that operates with synergy from the extraction of supply of raw materials, manufacturing of the product, the assembly line integrating working sections to packaging, to distributors and retailers delivering the end product to the customers [25]. It is a complicated administrative process handling logistics system which converts raw materials into finished goods and deliver them to the end consumers’ doors [26]. Door step delivery or Last-mile delivery is a vital part of supply chain and logistics management since it plays a very important part in maintaining customer delight and keeping the customers satisfied [27]. Customer satisfaction has significant bearing on the survival and progress of any business. EVs can become a useful component in this logistics management leg of supply chain management.

4.2 Supply Chain Management – importance of Transportation

Supply chain management (SCM) involves the active management of activities that constitute the supply chain with the purpose of maximizing the values delivered to customer and achieve a sustainable competitive advent age. This denotes a deliberate attempt by the supply chain companies towards development and regular functioning of supply chains in a manner that is considered to be most active & efficient. Activities of a Supply Chain includes everything from design and development of product, to sourcing, manufacturing, and logistics,
together with the information systems that is required for coordinating these activities [28]. Transportation forms an important part of Supply Chain Management as it is crucial to the success of any business and is considered to be one of the 3 fundamental components of Supply Chain Management, the other two being Purchasing (sourcing) and Planning (scheduling) [29]. Transportation methods make deliveries to and from the manufacturing and warehousing facilities thus making the flow of activities smooth and ensures the timely arrival of products at their designated destinations [30]. Efficient logistical planning for transportation helps to maintain the inventory costs at the minimum level, which in turn makes the inflow and outflow of goods from the warehouse smoother, much more efficient and unhindered. Improving and easing the flow of goods in and out of a company’s warehouse translates to reduction of costs for inventory storage and maintenance as well as lessening transportation cost and adding to customer satisfaction by bringing down lead time or the duration from demand generation to actual delivery of the product [27].

4.3 Rationale for Using Electric Vehicles in Supply Chain Management

Across industries logistics have emerged as a crucial success factor, and electric vehicle are the epicenter of this growth. Integration of EV technologies into supply chains would help, through digital integration, in providing a better insight into round the clock supply chain activities [31]. The electric vehicles have provided a new platform and have revealed novel options for greener, cleaner and safer transportation. The emergence of autonomous vehicles and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) have provided EV drivers and operators with the peace of mind that they are using better and smarter machines that are better capable of responding to charging in the driving environment compared to those in the seat [31]. It must be kept in mind that EVs are not restricted to roads only. Organizations that are in the business of warehousing, mining, construction and vehicles that provide ground support for aviation have already started adopting machines and vehicles running on electricity for their operations. Shifting to electricity run machines and vehicles across these areas indicates that it is possible for businesses to achieve the benefits of cleanliness and agility offered by pure electric vehicles while leveraging opportunity charging at charging points at public places or at home in order to make sure that the vehicles are always powered [31]. Additionally, electric vehicles have the added benefit of the least number of moving parts, which is the reason for a large number of people considering them to have higher reliability compared to their internal combustion engine counterparts. It is possible for the fleet operators, through leveraging connectivity, to acquire real-time insights into their vehicles in terms of their performance and status which helps the operators to perform maintenance activities at a faster rate [31].

4.4 Importance of Electric School Buses and V2G

Thanks to ever-increasing population and the consequent rise in demand, there is continuous and significant growth in the cost of energy. There is only one way to cut down the operational costs, from the perspective of both environmental impact and finance, and that is reduction of the volume of energy consumed for the completion of tasks pertaining to business operations. If the trends in the EV industry are to be followed, digital technologies are turning out to have better proficiency in managing the manner in which energy is utilized and the price that has to be paid by the ultimate user — primarily by way of smart charging; however, regenerative braking can be a solution yet to be leveraged to its full potential [31]. Fixed routine and foreseeable routes, charging during mid-day and evening hours make school buses perfect fit for electric power. In conjunction with providing benefits to the schools and students, electric school buses are also fast turning out to be a coveted product for utility services providers who are seeing electric school buses as the means for electricity storage and likely assets in vehicle to grid scenarios. To be specific, electric school buses are lucrative to service provider companies especially because they can use electrical energy stored on these buses to handle the demand pressure created during peak periods and build flexibility into their electrical grid. [32]. A strategic, well-timed and well managed transition to clean energy and clean transportation can go miles to make sure that it becomes possible for each and every community to access, utilize and reap the benefits of electric school buses. A large number of the individual players such as school administrative
It is surprising, to an extent, that the inconsequential American yellow school bus is fast emerging as an ideal candidate for the drive towards a low carbon grid. To begin with, there is the vision to bring down the carbon emissions through the shift from diesel-powered to electrified fleets. In the USA, the US EPA Clean School Bus Program has kept $5 billion in reserve so that they can upgrade existing older school buses to clean, zero-emission electric models in the next 5 years [34]. Despite the fact that almost half a million school buses transport up to 50% of the US school children to school and back, but, as US PIRG states, just a percent or less of this fleet is electric [35]. If we take into account that diesel emission contains more than 40 cancer inducing chemicals, the health benefits of a fully electric school bus fleet become crystal clear [22].

Using state of the art modern V2G technology, electric school buses can better realize their full potential in terms of performance. They can reduce load on the grid and at the same time act as emergency back-up power [23]. Electric school buses are bringing in the next era of connectivity and paving the way for distributed energy resource management. During the last couple of years, an increasing number of corporates – which take in well-established manufacturers of school buses - have begun the production of school buses that run on electric power, there has been steady increase in government subsidies and the support from environment regulators and non-profit organizations have been successful towards teaching school districts, service providers and the general populace about the advantages of adopting electric school buses as the preferred mode of transferring students to and from schools [16]. It is possible for the electric school bus enterprises to work with manufacturers and policymakers to promote and encourage sensible bus procurement and operations. This may consist of improvement of mining practices for battery components, making recycling of batteries integral to bus programs or revamping existing diesel buses with new electrical and mechanical fittings to reduce existing infrastructure disposal issues [33].

It is also essential that we consider the cost benefits analysis of integrating school buses into the V2G usage model. A study carried out by the Center for Carbon-Free Power Integration of the University of Delaware has found that shifting to an electric bus with V2G capabilities from a conventional diesel-run ICE bus would save $6,070 per seat [17]. Without the added revenue that these electric school buses can draw post V2G enablement, they would actually lose their cost-effectiveness and ultimately turn out to be an expensive un-economic proposition whose per seat costs run into several thousand dollars ($2,000 per seat) [22].

In the near future, the concept of integration of distributed energy resources (DERs) to build a microgrid is likely to become highly significant [36]. In general, DERs include various types of small-scale devices that produce renewable energy, for instance solar panels, wind turbines, battery other than school buses, other electrified fleets for public buses, delivery trucks, vans and even cars may become an essential part of the intelligent Distributed Energy Resources (DER) ecosystem [24]. Implementation of bi-directional EV charging at the global level and supplementing it by V2G services has resulted in the transition of the EV battery pack from being simply a consumer product that supplies power to the electric vehicles to a device that makes it possible to supply electricity back to the power grid. Herein comes the utility of electric school buses as they have enormous batteries. It is possible to equip electric school buses with vehicle to anything (V2X) or bidirectional charging capabilities which will allow them to act as “mobile power units.” With the help of suitable and meticulous planning, it is possible for the electric school buses to provide something better than simply being the means of transportation to vulnerable areas, like acting as an emergency source of power at the time of grid outages and making the charging infrastructure better [33].

Other than school buses, other electrified fleets for public buses, delivery trucks, vans and even cars may become an essential part of the intelligent DER ecosystem. Global implementation of the bi-directional EV charging and addition of V2G services, the EV battery pack transitions from being just a consumer product that powers the EV and becomes enabled to supply electricity back to the grid [22]. In comparison to diesel engines, service requirements are substantially lowered and we are providing 100% green transportation for the students (Blue-Bird, 2021). Service requirements are significantly lesser when compared with diesel
engines and to add on cent percent of the student transportation system is being run on green energy in comparison to vehicles that use diesel engines, there has been substantial reduction in service requirements from schools providing electric bus services and several of the schools are now in a position to provide 100% green transportation for their students [22]

5. Problems in Using ESBs and V2G Network

On the face of it, it looks like electric vehicles are destined for disaster and doomed to fail to achieve the desired results for the power grid. Beyond a doubt the age-old, rusty power network in the United States is not in a position to handle or fulfill the demand for charging the massive electric vehicle batteries [37]. But a new analysis suggests that just a handful of Electric Vehicle owners could make the grid more flexible and reliable by plugging into a system called vehicle-to-grid charging (V2G), or bidirectional charging [37, 38, 39]. In order for the V2G grid to be effective and useful to the country, community or users and turn out to be a reliable source of power supply and a dependable power storage, it is necessary that a large number of these electric school buses become part of it. However, just like any other technology, the novel V2G technology is not without drawback.

5.2 Lack of Understanding & Control and Inadequate Infrastructure

The key concern of the electric vehicle owners with V2G emanates from the apparent absence of control. Due to the fact that an average EV user is not well acquainted or familiar with the energy markets and hence these markets are not that well known to these users which makes them a little apprehensive about the V2G market. They consider V2G markets to be somewhat risky — EV owners are aware that the V2G technology is good, but do not fully understand how it works [40]. Despite the learning curve being steep, the potential holds massive promise. Perceived uncertainty that results from the apparent lack of or inadequate understanding of the technology and the consequences of its adoption leads to apprehensions and acts as a deterrent for the adoption of the electric vehicle. A key success factor in the speedy adoption and implementation of electric school buses, V2G technology and smart grid technology is the adequacy of the infrastructure in place [41, 42].

5.3 Higher Cost of Using Electric School Buses

Electric school buses provide various benefits to the environment, to students, communities and schools. However, none of these advantages come free of cost. Electric School Buses are high-priced. Roughly $250,000 would be needed to purchase the battery-electric versions of small-sized "Type A" school buses as against $50,000 to $65,000 cost for a diesel version; full-size "Type C" or "Type D" buses are available in the range from $320,000 to $440,000 in electric form as compared to approximately $100,000 for diesel [16]. The upfront expenditure for acquiring a fleet of electric school buses may often become daunting in the absence of government incentive. It is true that the schools can use the V2G technology and utilize these school buses during their idle times to send power back to the grid during peak demand hours and earn revenue from it to offset the costs involved. Nevertheless, they require financial assistance from the government before they can acquire a fleet and start earning from the application of the V2G technology. Electric School Buses just like other electric vehicles, will be in need of new infrastructure. A school district or bus operator will at least need to install EV chargers and retrain their technicalities in order to be able to service the battery-electric drivetrains and control systems of the new buses [16].

5.4 Problems with Bi-directional Charging

There has been a nationwide deployment of zero emission school buses in the US as School district administrators and state leaders are committed to protect children from carbon emissions and the overall communities that they are duty bound to serve [43]. Along with this transition from conventional ICE vehicles to electricity run vehicles, there has been development in charging infrastructure and charging technology to ease the load on the grid for charging EVs. The manipulation of charging time and volume of load getting charged to enhance operational effectiveness of the charging system is called Smart Charging; mostly induced by the reduction of the pressure created by peak demand on the network [44, 45]. Uni-directional chargers simply shift their load to off-peak periods thus reducing peak demand on the network but with the introduction of smart bi-dimensional chargers, peak load of the grid can be lessened to much larger extent [46]. In the case of bi-directional chargers, vehicles are equipped to send power back to the grid and this is often referred to Vehicle to Grid (V2G).
services. The only issue with bi-directional smart chargers which provide additional flexibility is the cost of installation and maintenance. Despite bi-directional smart charging providing added flexibility compared to unidirectional smart chargers, the cost of installation is and implementation significantly high [47].

6. Discussion

Electric school buses might appear as the new solution for pollution-free transportation of school children. Besides transportation, they are likely to have significant impact on several important factions of our day-to-day lives. Electrical utilities in the US are positioned to play a key role in the transition of American school buses. From diesel fuel to electricity, while federal and state level investments are imperative, other funding and financing opportunities have the ability to fast track the transition, which would mean health, economic and climate benefits to more communities across the country. Electrical school buses would function as giant mobile batteries to support the grid through use of V2G technologies. The next generation EV innovation termed as Vehicle to Anything (V2X) which is an all-encompassing term for the usage of energy stored in EV batteries and its ability to supply power to end users at critical facilities. V2X is the next level power exchange system that can revolutionize flexible energy sources and its inherent benefits. Cyber physical infrastructure would be the basic hardware for these V2X systems.

Demand for electricity is not steady. Instead, it keeps fluctuating constantly depending on the activities of the consumers. The market for regulation of frequency takes care of this fluctuation and makes it possible for the electric grid to match the load to the electricity generation. When electric vehicles, especially electric school buses that remain idle for the most part of that day, are parked and remain connected to the charger, they are capable of providing storage for the electric grid. In turn, the owners of the electric school buses can take part in the market for frequency regulation and get paid for the services rendered. Revenue earned from providing the storage capability of electric vehicle acts as incentive for the embracing of electric vehicles. The literature has been able to show that V2G technology has been corroborated as a potential source for earning decent amount of revenue as a player in the market for frequency regulation.

7. Recommendation

ESBs with their enormous batteries that provide effective solution for energy storage can be used much more functionally rather than just an electrical tool, a load for the grid, or a vehicle for transportation. In addition, the need for energy in our digitalized world is constantly increasing and becoming much more critical. For this reason, better diversified usage areas and solutions need to be created through the use of existing energy capacities and technological systems of these electric school buses. This concept which is called vehicle-to-anything (V2X), the broader term used to describe the energy storage within an ESBs and its ability to supply power for particular end users, will act as the next-level power exchange system that can impart higher and better flexibility in terms of energy mobility and benefits. The system should be designed with cyber–physical infrastructure. Using the cyber–physical system’s relationship makes it possible to use the energy potential of electric school buses with smart algorithms in different fields for different needs and economic gains (Elma, et al., 2022).

Utilizing the cyber-physical relationship would enable the use of electricity charged vehicles as power sources by the usage of customized algorithms which will determine criticality of need and disburse power accordingly between the household utilities This could be at a micro level as cited in the example above and the same algorithms can be used in different fields for greater of humanity in addition to economic benefits due to optimal power usage (Elma, Cali, & Kuzlu, 2022). Policies need to be drawn and implemented in order to incentivize adoption of electric buses by public the usage of batteries with higher efficiency, and further develop on V2G capabilities. Deployment of electric school buses on a large scale will ensure that electric vehicles with V2G capability can be more instrumental in improving grid as well ensuring a community’s stability. The BIDIRECTION Act would exploit this ability of ESBs to send power back to the grid and can also act as a promotional campaign to ensure deployment of electric school buses on a large scale to ensure EVs [43]. The BIDIRECTIONAL Act will help school districts in Maine and all over America move towards operational electric buses and also ensure that the vehicles bring in greater stability their communities. Bringing forth electric bus investments in the Inflation Reduction Act, would lead towards America’s clean energy becoming an achievable reality in the near future. It will ensure a win win situation for all stakeholders and I hope it can get widespread support from both democrats and
republicans alike [14].

This is the perfect time for manufacturers, utility providers, policymakers and various other stakeholders to work in tandem with the purpose of deploying electric school buses throughout the entire nation and for prioritizing communities that have hitherto remained underserved. The V2G programs has the potential to turn into an important fraction of this transition and provide the value not only to the community but also to the grid overall. However, a larger volume of research pertaining to the viability of, the benefits and challenges faced by the V2G technology is necessary. A clear comprehension of the potential revenues that can be generated using the electric school bus battery storage, for instance, can help utilities and school districts to improve their plans for upfront purchase and rationalization of operational costs. In addition to this, accurate definition of the technology and the related training necessary for application of V2G technology to electric school bus will be extremely important in the effective adoption of V2G electric school buses. Creating the level playground for the equitable deployment of electric school bus having V2G applications makes continued research and collaboration across diverse stakeholders an absolute necessity.

8. Conclusion

Expenditure on fuel for the yellow school buses, externalities related to health that are caused by diesel exhaust, and alteration in climate caused by incessant pollution from combustion of fossil fuel are the major concerns that have been instrumental in driving the faster adoption and the use of electric vehicles. The need of the hour is the adoption of smart solutions for handling the rapidly growing demand for energy supply, clean energy transportation and cleaner and leaner supply chains to confer health, environmental and economic benefits. The above discussion establishes that electric school buses, a widely used transportation system, is capable of providing services to the electric grid through the application of V2G technology.

The application of the Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology and policies make additional economic incentives available to the vehicle owners by opening up an avenue for generation of additional revenue when the vehicle is parked and is idle. Of all public fleet vehicles, school buses are of particular interest because they cause disproportionate health effects, especially on school children’s health. Benefits of transitioning to electric school buses are not just limited to the environmental aspect. The high-capacity batteries that are utilized also double up as immense energy storage equipment. Numerous automakers and battery charging companies are carrying out research with the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technical knowledge that facilitates vehicles to send energy back to the grid.

Major electric bus manufacturers and other organizations are already on board and providing full support such as Blue Bird, Highland Electric, Lion Electric, Nuvee, Proterra, Zum Services, and Xcel Energy to name a few. Electric school buses with V2G capability are an excellent opportunity to generate clean energy and ensuring grid stability and it would be a disadvantage for all stakeholders if this were not implemented. greenhouse gas emissions get reduced which protects the communities that they serve and also make an impact by playing a key role in providing energy from stable electrical grids to communities in need.

Apart from the fact that the electric school buses, or ESBS, help the environment, by not discharging fumes from diesel combustion or other emissions, they are also better for the children who use them for school commutation, particularly the ones that are suffering from asthma and various other chronic respiratory conditions. Similar to other electric vehicles, electric school buses also have the prospective to have lesser maintenance costs over a period of time compared with their internal-combustion engine counterparts. In addition to this the high sized batteries of these electric school bus can store and later supply energy for powering up buildings and other devices, be it on a temporary basis to help tide over an emergency or on a more regular basis for be a part of the bigger picture pertaining to the renewable-energy strategy.

The BIDIRECTIONAL Act is fine tuned to hasten adoption of EV school buses while using them for more than just a ride to school, other benefits like grid stability gives them an edge over other transport systems which do not have so much idle time. Vehicle-to-grid school buses are yet another tool which is sensible and will help in creating a reliable grid, promulgate the usage of clean energy and bring down financial impact for local towns and school districts. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has declared that it would be almost doubling EPA clean school bus program funding to $965 million in the first round. Federal funding is the primary source of revenue required for this transition but in addition strong and able state leadership will also be an essential part if these clean energy machines are going to be accepted by all. To state an example, the state of Virginia has recently completed 500,00 electric school bus miles and this was primarily possible due to the initiative taken by
the state leadership to make 13,000 electric school buses operational in 2019. They currently have the nation’s second largest V2G electric school bus fleet [14]. While implementation of V2G technology using electric school buses can be actively used to create positive impact on the health of the children and the communities and help to reduce toxic emissions thus bettering the environment, it is still in nascent stage. The extent to which it will be successful will only be clear with time. Its use in supply chain management is also expected to make the system greener, though sustainability still remains a concern.
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